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Minutes of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

nn Friday, April 16, 1965. The Board met in the Board Room at 10:00 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Martin, Chairman
Balderston, Vice Chairman
Robertson
Shepardson
Mitchell

Daane

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Sherman, Secretary

Kenyon, Assistant Secretary
Young, Adviser to the Board and Director,

Division of International Finance

Noyes, Adviser to the Board

Molony, Assistant to the Board

Fauver, Assistant to the Board

Holland, Associate Director, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Koch, Associate Director, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Partee, Adviser, Division of Research and

Statistics

Mr. Sammons, Adviser, Division of International

Finance

Mr. Spencer, General Assistant, Office of the

Secretary

Mr. Axilrod, Chief, Government Finance Section,

Division of Research and Statistics

Mr. Eckert, Chief, Banking Section, Division of

Research and Statistics

Mr. Keir, Chief, Capital Markets

of Research and Statistics

Mr. Bernard, Economist, Division

Statistics
Mr. Dahl, Chief, Special Studies

Section, Division

of Research and

and Operations

Section, Division of International Finance

Mr. Furth, Consultant

Mr. Melnicoff, Vice President, Federal Reserve

Bank of Philadelphia

Money market review. Mr. Bernard discussed recent developments

in the money market, relating his comments to distributed tables affording
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perspective on the money market and bank reserve utilization. Mr. Dahl

then described foreign exchange market developments.

At the conclusion of this review, Mr. Melnicoff and all members

of the Board's staff who had been present except Messrs. Sherman, Kenyon,

Young, Noyes, Molony, Fauver, Sammons, and Spencer withdrew from the

meeting and the following entered the room:

Mr. Hackley, General Counsel
Mr. Farrell, Director, Division of Bank Operations
Mr. Solomon, Director, Division of Examinations
Messrs. Hexter, O'Connell, Shay, and Hooff, Assistant

General Counsel
Mr. Daniels, Assistant Director, Division of Bank

Operations
Messrs. Goodman, Leavitt, and Thompson, Assistant

Directors, Division of Examinations
Miss Hart and Mr. Sanders, Senior Attorneys, Legal

Division
Messrs. Forrestal and Robinson, Attorneys, Legal

Division
Mr. Collier, Assistant to the Director, Division of

Bank Operations
Messrs. Lyon, Goodfellow, and Guth, Review Examiners,

Division of Examinations

Discount rates. The establishment without change by the Federal

Reserve Banks of New York, Philadelphia, Minneapolis, Kansas City, and

San Francisco on April 15, 1965, of the rates on discounts and advances

in their existing schedules was approved unanimously, with the under-

standi__lug that appropriate advice would be sent to those Banks.

Applications of Shawmut Association (Items I and 2). Pursuant

to the decision at the meeting on March 30, 1965, there had been dis-

tributed drafts of an order and a statement reflecting the Board's approval
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of the applications of Shawmut Association, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts,

to become a bank holding company through the acquisition of shares of

each of twelve banks in Massachusetts, and to acquire shares of Congress

National Bank of Boston, Boston, Massachusetts, a proposed new bank

With which would be consolidated The National Shawmut Bank of Boston,

Boston, Massachusetts, under the charter of the former and title of

the latter.

The issuance of the order and statement was authorized. Copies

of the order and statement, as issued, are attached at Items 1 and 2.

Continental International Finance Corporation (Item No. 3).

There had been distributed a memorandum dated April 13, 1965, from the

Division of Examinations with regard to a request by Continental Inter-

national Finance Corporation, Chicago, Illinois, for permission to

Purchase shares of Banca Privata Finanziaria, Milan, Italy, and a limited

Partnership interest in Moizzi & C., Milan. A draft of letter was

attached to the memorandum that would grant consent to the proposed

investments.

Governor Robertson noted that questions recently had arisen as

to whether banks were adhering to the priorities set forth in the guide-

lines of the voluntary foreign credit restraint program. It had been

suggested that they were concentrating their credits in developed countries

in lieu of the less developed nations, and this would have to be watched

closely 
For this reason, he felt that the letter to Continental Inter-

national, as well as any future letter to Edge or agreement corporations
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granting consent to similar transactions, should state that the Board's

consent was given with the understanding not only that foreign credits

would not exceed the guidelines established under the voluntary restraint

effort but also that due consideration was being given to the priorities

contained in the guidelines.

It was agreed that the letter should incorporate the point made

by Governor Robertson. Accordingly, unanimous approval was given to a

letter in the form attached as Item No. 3.

Messrs. Sammons and Goodfellow then withdrew from the meeting.

Dinsdale Bros., Inc. There had been distributed a memorandum

from the Division of Examinations dated April 12, 1965, submitting a

draft of letter to Dinsdale Bros., Inc., Palmer, Nebraska, that would

grant a determination exempting it from all holding company affiliate

requirements except for the purposes of section 23A of the Federal

Reserve Act.

According to the memorandum, Dinsdale Bros., Inc., was engaged

in merchandising and handling of grain, feeding of livestock, and general

farming; it was a holding company affiliate by reason of the fact that

it owned a majority of the shares of The First National Bank of Wisner,

Wisner, Nebraska; and it did not, directly or indirectly, own or control

anY stock of, or manage or control, any other banking institution.

In January 1965 the Board granted a section 301 determination

to Dinsdale Bros., Inc., in connection with its ownership of the con-

tr°11ing shares of Lyon County State Bank, Rock Rapids, Iowa. In
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February 1965 the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago was advised that the

interest in that bank had been sold to the owners of Dinsdale Bros., Inc.,

Messrs. Roy and J. A. Dinsdale. These gentlemen also owned directly, or

indirectly through corporations, controlling interests in three other

Nebraska banks: First National Bank of Shelby; The First National Bank

of Osceola; and National Bank of Neligh. The Board had granted section 301

determinations to corporations owned by the Messrs. Dinsdale that directly

controlled the majority of the shares of the Shelby and Osceola banks. In

addition, the Dinsdale brothers owned an interest in State Bank of Palmer,

Nebraska, and Dinsdale interests reportedly owned a controlling number of

Shares of that bank.

The memorandum stated that the Division's favorable recommendation

cm the current request was made on the basis of the Board's general policy

t° make such determinations as a normal matter in all "one-bank" cases,

with the understanding that a determination would be denied only

°rdinary circumstances.

Governor Robertson suggested disapproval of the current Dinsdale

application notwithstanding the Board's general policy, on the ground

that the Dinsdale interests were obviously using the corporate form of

°rganization as a device for controlling a number of banks. It was his

feeling that a corporation such as Dinsdale Bros., Inc., should, under

he statutory provisions applying to holding company affiliates, be

required to maintain reserves, to subject itself to examination and

in extra-
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reporting requirements, to forego any interest in or relationship with

securities companies; and not to declare dividends except out of actual

net earnings.

Mr. Solomon noted that in January, following a full review by

the Board of its policy with respect to "one-bank" cases, the Board

had granted a determination to Dinsdale Bros., Inc., in connection with

its ownership of stock in Lyon County State Bank. The circumstances

of the application now before the Board did not seem greatly different.

Admittedly, there was much that could be said from some points of view

in favor of the position taken by Governor Robertson. However, it seemed

to the

taking

weight

Division of Examinations that the position the Board had been

in granting section 301 determinations had by far the greatest

on its side. He did not see how the Board could now take a dif-

ferent position without overturning its decisions in other cases, some

made fairly recently.

Governor Shepardson said that he shared Governor Robertson's

c"cern about this case. He was not sure of the proper approach to

such situations, but the Board was in an intolerable position. Without

doubt the Dinsdale brothers actually were engaged in the business of

°14ning and managing a group of banks. If there was nothing effective

the Roard 
could do under the present law, it seemed to him that the

4ard ought to be making a vigorous effort to find a solution through

new legislation such as it had recommended.
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Governor Mitchell remarked that he, too, shared the concern

that had been expressed. However, the Board's policy with respect

to section 301 determinations had been considered at some length in

January. It was generally agreed then that there was not an adequate

remedy under existing law, and a recommendation was later sent to the

Cong ress.

Governor Robertson suggested that the present case might be

resolved by informing Dinsdale Bros., Inc., that while heretofore the

Board had granted several section 301 determinations to corporations

owned by the Dinsdale interests, the situation was now changed by virtue

of the larger number of banks controlled and in the circumstances the

Board had concluded that it would be necessary to require voting permits

as additional banks were acquired.

Asked for his reaction to this suggestion, Mr. Hackley said

the Legal Division had expressed its views on this subject several times

in the past. Each of the Dinsdale companies that owned one bank was a

holding company affiliate subject to the statutory requirements mentioned

bY Governor Robertson unless the Board made a determination that it was

not 
engaged as a business in holding the stock of, or managing or con-

tr011ing, banks. The Board's policy of granting such determinations in

°Re-bank cases was originally envisaged for application in cases where

a c 
°rporation controlling a bank was engaged primarily in some other

activitY and control of the bank was merely incidental. In a situation
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where there was technically only one bank controlled by each corporation

but several such corporations were controlled by the same interests, the

Board was still free to hold that each corporation was a holding company

affiliate and not entitled to a section 301 determination. Where the

same interests controlled several corporations of this kind, group bank-

ing was involved even though technically no one of the corporations con-

trolled more than one bank. But this again came back to the question

of Board policy, and the Board had been over this matter a number of

times.

In reply to two further questions raised by Governor Balderston,

Mr. Hackley said he did not feel that a modification of the Board's

Policy on section 301 determinations would have any harmful effect on

the Board's legislative recommendation calling for repeal of the holding

company affiliate provisions of the law and extension of the provisions

Of the Bank Holding Company Act to cover one-bank situations. Mr. Hackley

went on to observe that the existing statute required a factual determina-

tion to be made by the Board on whether a corporation was engaged in the

business of managing or controlling banks. Obviously, there might be

instances where the facts were not clear. However, the situation happened

to be clear in the Dinsdale matter, and the Board was required to act on

the basis of
the facts before it in any given case. Therefore, he was

not too much concerned about the possibility that somewhat similar cases

might be in existence as to which the Board lacked knowledge.
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Mr. Solomon observed that it was important to make a distinction

between group banking and chain banking. The present case, in his judg-

ment, involved essentially a chain banking situation. Several banks

were tied together through the ownership of shares by individuals who

happened to be related. Until a corporation was used to tie together

4 series of banks, as contrasted with a situation where several corpora-

tions each owned one bank, there did not exist the group banking situation

that Congress was trying to reach through the legislation it had enacted.

Mr. Hackley commented that it had been the Board's policy over

the Years to grant section 301 determinations in the absence of unusual

circumstances. In the Dinsdale setup, he felt that a little more was

involved than chain banking. The several corporations involved were

controlled by the same interests, and each controlled a single bank. The

Board, he felt, would be justified in taking a position, even under its

Present policy, that the case involved unusual circumstances. He assumed

that if the Board changed its policy with respect to one-bank cases, it

14°111d apply that policy in the future to all similar situations, but he

14°41d not suggest going back to reverse previous determinations.

Governor Robertson remarked that he had not suggested reversal
by 

the Board of its decisions in past cases, but rather that in the

future the Board should not facilitate, through its present policy, the

tYPe of expansion being pursued by the Dinsdale interests.
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Governor Balderston then expressed the opinion that the Dinsdale

case involved exceptional circumstances and should be treated as such.

Discussion that followed touched upon the status of the several

outstanding determinations for other Dinsdale corporations if the Board

were now to take a different position, after which Governor Daane repeated

that while he shared Governor Robertson's concern, it seemed to him that

the basic answer lay in seeking remedial legislation in view of the

ineffectiveness of the existing law. It was his feeling that a change

in Board policy under the existing law would not solve the problem with

which the Board was faced. Consequently, if there was any way to press

more strongly for legislation such as had been recommended by the Board,

this should be done.

Governor Robertson observed that it was unlikely that remedial

legislation would be passed this year. Furthermore, it was possible

that it might be much longer than a year before such legislation was

enacted, In the meantime the situation was likely to deteriorate further.

Discussion then turned to the effectiveness of requiring voting

Permits in situations such as that reflected in the Dinsdale request,

following which Governor Mitchell indicated that he would have reservations

bout a change in policy that was not made retroactive to previous cases

involving similar circumstances. Governor Daane also believed that any

Chan
ge in policy should apply to all similar cases.

Mr. Solomon noted that in order for an applicant to obtain a

voting permit it had to meet certain tests. These were quite different
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from those applicable to section 301 determinations. If a voting permit

waS involved, the Board would be obliged to investigate the applicant's

financial soundness and to reach a judgment.

Chairman Martin remarked that he would have no strong objection

to a change in policy if the Board so desired. However, he did not feel

that the added work involved would result in an adequate remedy for the

existing situation. This was the crux of the matter. The Board, in his

°Pinion, would be taking on an additional administrative burden without

having the ability to achieve effective results. It would seem to require

legislation to resolve the problem.

After further discussion, it was suggested that memoranda be

PrePared by the Legal and Examinations Divisions analyzing the Board's

Policy with respect to section 301 determinations in light of the points

raised during today's discussion in order that the Board members might

give additional study to the matter. There was agreement with this sugges-

ri°4, and it was understood that the minutes of the Board discussion of

januarY 18, 1965, with regard to one-bank cases would also be made avail-

able for review. The Board would then consider the application of Dinsdale

Bros.,
Inc., at another meeting.

§t. Joseph Agency (Item No. 4). There had been distributed a

memorandum dated April 7, 1965, from the Legal Division that discussed
the

question whether applicable provisions of the Bank Holding Company

Act of 1956 and Regulation Y, Bank Holding Companies, would permit a
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proposed transaction whereunder St. Joseph Agency, Inc., South Bend,

Indiana, a registered bank holding company, would guarantee a loan to

be obtained by a temporary corporate entity for the purpose of enabling

St. Joseph Bank and Trust Company, South Bend, also a registered bank

holding company, to obtain control of American Bank and Trust Company,

South Bend. The stock would be acquired with a view to merging the

latter bank into St. Joseph Bank and Trust Company.

The Legal Division concluded, for reasons given in its memorandum,

that the proposal would not result in St. Joseph Agency's engaging in a

business other than that of banking or managing or controlling banks and

140uld not violate section 4(a)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act. How-

ever, since under Indiana law the new corporation to be formed by St.

j"eph Agency would hold shares in a "resulting trust" for the benefit

f St. Joseph Agency, the proposed transaction would constitute acquisi-

On 
bY St. Joseph Agency of control of a bank in violation of section

3(a)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act and section 222.4(a)(2) of

Regulation Y if it did not request and receive prior approval of the

Board to consummate the transaction. If the Board agreed with the opinion

Of
the Legal Division, it was recommended that a letter reflecting such

conclusions be sent to the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.

letter was attached to the memorandum.

Following summarization by Miss Hart of the information presented

in the memorandum of April 7, unanimous approval was

A draft of

given to the trans-

of the letter to the Chicago Reserve Bank. A copy is attached as
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Messrs. Noyes, Fauver, Thompson, Guth, Lyon, and Robinson, and

Miss Hart withdrew from the meeting at this point.

Application by American City Bank and Trust Company. There

had been circulated a memorandum from the Division of Bank Operations

dated April 6, 1965, with regard to an application by American City

Bank and Trust Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin, for permission to carry

the same reserves against deposits as are required to be maintained

by nonreserve city banks.

The memorandum pointed out that American State Bank recently

had merged with City Bank and Trust Company, Milwaukee, reportedly

for the purpose of competing more effectively for the trade of large

customers and placing itself more directly in competition with the

three largest Milwaukee banks. Prior to consolidation, American State

Bank had permission to carry reduced reserves. Recommending approval

of the application, in which recommendation the Division of Bank Operations

concurred, the Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago noted that while competition

with the three large banks might develop in the future, the character of

he present business of American City Bank and Trust Company was not

significantly different from that of the other Milwaukee banks having

Permission to maintain reduced reserves.

In discussion, Governor Robertson questioned whether American

CitY Bank's request might not be somewhat premature in view of the recent

cOnsolidation, which reportedly was for the purpose of placing the bank
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in a better position to compete with the three large Milwaukee banks. He

suggested that a decision on the application be deferred until the bank's

Competitive position became clearer.

Governor Shepardson said he had thought that the favorable recom-

mendation was appropriate. If the requested permission was granted, it

could be revoked by the Board if conditions should change.

Governor Mitchell expressed the view that the assertion made in

the merger application had little substance. He did not believe that

the resulting institution would be competitive with the large Milwaukee

banks, so he would lean toward granting permission to maintain reduced

reserves. While he found it difficult to resist Governor Robertson's

suggestion in the circumstances of the case, his thinking would be to

ive the applicant bank a chance to prove that the assertion made in its

merger application was incorrect.

Governor Daane indicated that he would be willing to approve the

request for reduced reserves, but that he also would be agreeable to a

deferral such as Governor Robertson had suggested.

Governor Balderston noted that the privilege of maintaining

reduced reserves would, if granted, improve the competitiveness of

American City Bank and Trust Company.

After further discussion Chairman Martin suggested that the

matter be deferred, and there was agreement with this suggestion. It

Was understood that an appropriate letter would be prepared.
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Application by Mercantile Bank and Trust Company. There had

been circulated to the members of the Board a memorandum from the

Division of Bank Operations dated March 30, 1965, with regard to an

application by Mercantile Bank and Trust Company, Kansas City, Missouri,

for permission to maintain the same reserves against deposits as are

required to be maintained by nonreserve city banks.

The memorandum noted that there were presently eight banks in

Kansas City classified as reserve city banks. Three of the eight banks

had demand deposits ranging between $208 million and $413 million; the

Other five banks, including Mercantile, had demand deposits ranging

between $5 million and $43 million.

The Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City had recommended approval

of Mercantile's request if it could reasonably be expected that similar

action would be taken should Columbia National Bank, Traders National

sank, or Union National Bank file applications at some future date.

While the demand deposit structures of Mercantile and the other

three banks mentioned were similar, there was considerable difference

in their interbank deposits. Therefore, even if the Board approved

ilercantile's request, it could conceivably deny applications from the

either three banks, if they were received, because of the variation in

interbank deposits. However, in considering such requests the Board

had been guided largely by the extent of competition between the appli-

cant bank and other banks that would be affected by approval of the
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application. On the basis of available information, Mercantile appeared

to be competing closely with Traders, Union, and Columbia. The Division

of Bank Operations believed, for reasons stated in the memorandum, that

on balance the Board would be justified in granting Mercantile's request

for permission to maintain reduced reserves.

Mr. Farrell reviewed the position of the applicant bank in

relation to the three large reserve city banks in Kansas City, the three

Other reserve city banks comparable in size to the applicant, and the

two banks that had previously been granted permission to maintain reduced

reserves. What bothered the Reserve Bank and the Division of Bank Oper-

ations was that while Mercantile apparently was not competing as actively

for interbank deposits as its three rivals of comparable size, it was

competing actively with them for deposits of individuals, partnerships,

and corporations. The Reserve Bank felt that if the Board approved

Mercantile's request for reduced reserves it would be difficult later

t° denY applications from the three competing banks of similar size if

such applications should be filed. But at the same time the other three

banks had interbank deposits in relation to their total deposits not

too different from the percentages of the three large banks.

Governor Mitchell inquired whether deposit turnover figures

were available, and it was stated that such figures would have to be

btained. Governor Mitchell then said that he attached quite a bit of

imPortance to interbank deposits, which indicated whether banks were
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active in the correspondent banking business. From reading the avail-

able interbank figures, he had little doubt about granting Mercantile

Permission to carry reduced reserves, but Traders, Union, and Columbia

seemed quite clearly to be competing with the three large banks for

interbank accounts. He felt it might be quite difficult to justify

granting them reduced reserves. As matters stood, he would have no objec-

tion to granting Mercantile's request if such action did not imply agree-

ment to grant reduced reserves to Traders, Union, and Columbia.

Chairman Martin inquired whether there was a feeling within

the Board that perhaps Mercantile's request should be denied in all the

circumstances, and Governor Mitchell suggested that before a decision

was reached information be obtained on deposit turnover and on the number

Of interbank accounts for the banks concerned.

Governor Daane indicated that he could go along with granting

reduced reserves to Mercantile if this could be done without an implied

u4derstanding that requests from Traders, Union, and Columbia also would

be
 
approved if filed. He felt that it might be possible to differentiate

bet"
'een Mercantile and the other three banks if further information such

as mentioned by Governor Mitchell was obtained. If a distinction could

"t be made, he would have a question about approving reduced reserves

for 
Mercantile.

It was then agreed to defer action on Mercantile's request for

redu
ced reserves pending the availability of additional information along

the lines 
suggested by Governor Mitchell.
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Deposit insurance (Item No. 5). At its meeting on April 15, 1965,

the Board decided to hold over for further consideration a draft of letter

to the Bureau of the Budget that would respond to a request for views on

a legislative proposal by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation. The

draft letter had been submitted with a distributed memorandum from the

Legal Division of April 14, 1965, that discussed the Corporation's pro-

posed legislation, the principal effect of which would be to deprive money

Placed with an insured bank of Federal deposit insurance if "the person

Placing the funds in the bank or ... the owner thereof" received "directly

°r indirectly from the bank or anyone else" compensation for such money in

excess of the maximum rate permitted by regulation of the Federal Deposit

Iasurance Corporation or the Board of Governors. The proposed legislation

l'as based on the theory that payment of "excessive" interest contrived to

transform a deposit into a borrowing.

During discussion, certain changes in the draft letter were sug-

gested by Governor Mitchell and Mr. Hackley, and were agreed upon. The

letter was then approved unanimously for transmittal to the Budget Bureau

in the form attached as Item No. 5.

The meeting then adjourned.

Secretary's Notes: A letter was sent today to
First National City Bank, New York, New York,
acknowledging receipt of notice of its intent

to establish an additional branch in Santiago,

Chile. The letter contained the following

paragraph: "With respect to the establishment

of foreign branches, funds provided by home

office (whether in the form of allocated capital,
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advances, or otherwise) should be regarded as
foreign assets for purposes of the voluntary
foreign credit restraint effort. However, your
letter of March 23, 1965, states that start-up
costs for the branch are expected to be approxi-
mately US$20,000, payment of which will be made
in local currency and that no remittance from
New York of additional capital will be required."

Governor Shepardson today approved on behalf of
the Board a memorandum from the Division of
Administrative Services recommending acceptance
of the resignation of Isaac White, Messenger in
that Division, effective at the close of business
April 14, 1965.

411-Ve
(. -Secm6
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UNITED STATES OF AleRICA

BEFORE THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D. C.

14 the Matter of the Applications of

SWOMUT ASSOCIATION, INC.

tct Permission to become a bank holding

,e2.°141PanY through acquisition of the stock
' twelve existing Massachusetts banks,
:44 thereafter, to acquire the stock of a
rr°Pesed new national bank in Massachusetts.'s

s

ORDER APPROVING APPLICATIONS UNDER

BANK HOLDING COMPANY ACT

There has come before the Board of Governors, pursuant to

sections 3(a)(1) and 3(a)(2) of the Bank Holding Company Act of 1956

(12 U.S.C. 1842(a)(1) and (2)) and sections 222.4(a)(1) and (2) of

PederalL Reserve Regulation Y (12 CFR 222.4(a)(1) and (2)), applica-

ti°4s on behalf of Shawmut Association, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts,

fOr

the Board's approval of actions whereby Applicant would become a

batik ,
nolding company through the acquisition of a majority of the

shares of each of twelve Massachusetts banks and thereafter

*I/11d acquire a minimum of 97.5 per cent of the voting shares of a

"13sed new national bank in Massachusetts with which would be con-

dated The National Shawmut Bank of Boston, under the charter of

the
former and the title of the latter.
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Since both State and national banks are involved, the Board

rictlfied the Comptroller of the Currency and the Massachusetts Commis-

siener of Banks of receipt of the applications and requested their

views and recommendations. The Comptroller recommended approval of

the aPPlications. The Massachusetts Commissioner of Banks made no

ecoramendation. However, the Board was advised that the Massachusetts

Board of Bank Incorporation, after a hearing pursuant to the laws of

.
Masc,

aChusetts upon the related applications filed with it, granted

44rovalL. Notice of receipt of the applications was published in the

l'ederal Register on January 27, 1965 (30 F. R. 357),which provided an

ellPortunit-y for submission of comments and views regarding the proposed

trans
actions. Time for filing such views and comments has expired and

411 comments and views filed with the Board have been considered by it.

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, for the reasons set forth in the

4"Is Statement of this date, that said applications be and hereby

4t.e 4PProved, provided that the acquisitions so approved shall not

be „
'°nsummated (a) within seven calendar days after the date of this

Order
(b) later than three months after said date.

Dated at Washington, D. C., this 16th day of April, 1965.

By order of the Board of Governors.

Voting for this action: Unanimous, with all

members present.

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.

(SEAL)
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

APPLICATIONS OF SHAWMUT ASSOCIATION, INC.,

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS, FOR PRIOR APPROVAL OF ACTION

TO BECOME A BANK HOLDING COMPANY AND THEREAFTER

TO ACQUIRE VOTING SHARES OF A PROPOSED NEW NATIONAL BANK

STATEMENT

Shawmut Association, Boston, Massachusetts ("Trust"), is

ar.
--gistered bank holding company and a Massachusetts trust which owns

am;
--flimum of 55 per cent of twelve banks operating in four counties

(111Lerally surrounding Suffolk County in which Boston, Massachusetts,

is 1°cated. Trust's twelve majority-owned banks, and their locations

i"assachusetts,are as follows: National Bank of Plymouth County,

kock
County Bank and Trust Company, Cambridge; The Everett

nal Bank, Everett; Lexington Trust Company, Lexington; Melrose

17t1St Company Melrose; Melrose; Needham National Bank, Needham; Newton National

satlat
, Newton; Merchants-Warren National Bank of Salem, Salem; Somerville

tlatio ,
nal Bank, Somerville; Wakefield Trust Company, Wakefield; Waltham

--ns National Bank, Waltham; and The Winchester National Bank,

144chas ter

At June 30, 1964,
-1/
 Trust's twelve subsidiary banks operated

36 banking offices and had aggregate deposits of $180,374,000.

leSS otherwise indicated, all banking data noted are of this date.
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The National Shawmut Bank of Boston, Boston, Massachusetts,

("Present Shawmut Bank"), is, under section 2(a)(1) of the Bank Hold-

Company Act of 1956 ("the Act"), a bank holding company in respect

to the same 12 banks because it indirectly controls Trust, a bank

11(44ing company. Present Shawmut Bank operates 31 banking offices

4nd has aggregate deposits of $505,741,000. Trust and its subsidiary

431ks and Present Shawmut Bank are hereafter referred to as "Shawmut

Group

The applications before the Board reflect a proposed

ec'qanization of the present structure of the Shawmut Group to the

el/d that one corporate bank holding company will own and control

stis twelve subsidiary banks and Present Shawmut Bank. A newly
form ,

eu corporation, Shawmut Association, Inc., Boston, Massachusetts

("APPlicant"), would, in exchange for its stock, acquire Trust's

"ertY and assets (including the stock in Trust's twelve subsidiary

batit.
'8) and assume its liabilities. Through this acquisition Applicant

1c)41(1 become a bank holding company. It is this action that is the
411).

ject of the section 3(a)(1) application filed by Applicant.

Secondly, Applicant would acquire a minimum of 97.5 per cent

th,
voting shares of Congress National Bank of Boston, Massachusetts

tigress Bank"), a proposed new national bank, formation of which has

4 Pteliminarily approved by the Comptroller of the Currency. In
eo e

etlon with this proposal, Applicant filed a section 3(a)(2)

44lication.

("co

bee
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Finally, Congress Bank would consolidate with the Present

Shawmut, Bank under the charter of the former and the title of the

latter, the shareholders of Present Shawmut Bank to receive shares

Of Applicant in exchange for each share of Present Shawnut Bank held

by them. Consequently, Applicant would control 13 subsidiary banks

°Perating 67 banking offices with aggregate deposits of $686,115,000.

In view of the reorganizational aspects of these proposals,

the
sections 3(a)(1) and 3(a)(2) applications have been considered,

atld are herein discussed, together.

Views and recommendations of State supervisory authority 

atid the
Comptroller of the Currency. - In response to a request from

the Board for views and recommendations on Applicant's proposals, the

etN3troller of the Currency recommended approval of the applications.

Ihe Massachusetts Commissioner of Banks made no recommendation. However,

the Board was advised that approval, as required under the laws of

Ilassachusetts, was granted by the Massachusetts Board of Bank Incorpora-
4014

4°11awing a hearing on the applications.

Statutory factors. - Section 3(c) of the Act requires the

nc4trd to take into consideration the following five factors: (1) the
f.
/11ancial history and condition of the holding company and the banks

Concerned; (2) their prospects; (3) the character of their management;
(4) 

t1e convenience, needs, and welfare of the communities and the

Elre
' concerned; and (5) whether the effect of the proposed acquisition

11Quid be to expand the size or extent of the bank holding company system
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involved beyond limits consistent with adequate and sound banking,

the public interest, and the preservation of competition in the

lield of banking.

Discussion

Applicant has no financial history. However, its prospects

c)z• sound financial condition are indicated by the sound financial

histories and conditions of Trust, its subsidiary banks, and Present

Shawmut Bank. The managements of Trust, its twelve subsidiary banks,

and Present Shawmut Bank are capable and experienced. Applicant's

41anagement will be composed of the management of Trust supplemented

by other directors of Present Shawmut Bank. Applicant's ownership

f the resulting National Shawmut Bank of Boston would increase sig-

ificahtly its net worth. In view of the past successful operations

f Trust and its subsidiary banks, and that of Present Shawmut Bank,

the
Prospects of Applicant and the banks involved are considered

favorable.

Inasmuch as the proposed acquisitions involve, essentially,

4 te°rganization of corporate units in a holding company system, and

efleot neither expansion of that system nor any significant change

the character of the system's banking facilities, the convenience,

Ileeda, and welfare of the communities and areas concerned would not

be —,
""Icerxelly affected. On the same bases, the Board concludes that

the —
Proposed acquisitions would not alter the existing competitive

aitua
rion among the banks of the area nor otherwise significantly affect
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actual or potential competition in the field of banking. It is the

Doard's view that achievement by Applicant of the proposed reorgani-

zation, resulting in a consolidation under one corporate entity of

the ownership and control of the banks involved, is consistent with

sound banking and the public interest.

Conclusion, - On the basis of all the relevant facts as

contained in the record before the Board, and in the light of the

factors set forth in section 3(c) of the Act, it is the Board's

illdgment that the proposed acquisitions would be consistent with the

Public interest and that the applications should, therefore, be

aPPraved.

API-1 16, 1965.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Item No. 3
4/16/65

ADDRESS OFFICIAL COR
RESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

April 16, 1965.

c,ontinental International Finance Corporation,
'31 South La Salle Street,
Chicago 90, Illinois.

Gentlemen,

In accordance with the request in your letter of January 29,

1965, 
Chi 

to Mr. Leland Ross, Vice President, Federal Reserve Bank of
cGo ago, and on the basis of information furnished, the Board of

honrnors grants consent for your Corporation ("CIFC") to pu
rchase and

8 Lu 120,000 shares, par value Lire 500 each, of the capital sto
ck of

canes Privata Finanziaria ("BPF"), Milan, Italy, and a fifteen
 (15) per

irt interest in the limited partnership of Moizzi & C. ("M
&C"), Milan,

isalY, at a total cost not to exceed US$1,200,000, provided such 
stock

acquired within one year from the date of this letter.

. The Board also approves the purchase and holding of s
hares of

Within the terms of the above consent in excess of 15 per 
cent of

J°ur Corporation's capital and surplus.

In granting the foregoing consent to acquire shares of
 BPF

and an 
v., interest in M&C, no requirement has been made as to

 the carrying

es of the proposed investments on the books of CIFC. However, on
the

basis of discussions with members of the Board's staff, 
it is under-

the that Vice Chairman Anderson of your Corporation is fam
iliar with

C Practice of the Board's examiners in appraising stocks
 held by Edge

al7Porations in foreign banks and companies and the c
lassification of

depreciation in all such stocks in reports of exa
mination as LOSS,

th'-n the expectation that provision will be made for such 
depreciation

1.°11gh the establishment of valuation reserves or otherwise.

The foregoing consent is given with the understan
ding that the

forn4
/1C-tgn loans and investments of CIFC, combined with those 

of Continental

Inf.ln°is National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago and 
Continental Bank

Ilii
l
ernational, including the investments in BPF an

d M&C now being approved,

cre  not exceed the guidelines established under the 
voluntary foreign

Ri,,dit restraint effort now in effect and that due 
consideration is being

"en to the priorities contained therein.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Karl E. Bakke

Karl E. Bakke,

Assistant Secretary.



Item No. 4
4/16/65

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THU:

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

ADDRESS OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE

TO THE BOARD

April 16, 1965.

Mr. Leland M. Ross, Vice President,
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago,
P. 0. Box 834,
Chicago, Illinois. 60690

Dear Mr. Ross:

This refers to your letter of December 29, 1964, in which
You ask whether applicable provisions of the Bank Holding Company Act
of 1956 ("the Act") and the Board's Regulation Y ("Bank Holding Companies")
would permit a registered bank holding company, St. Joseph Agency, Inc.
("Agency") to guarantee a loan to be obtained by a temporary corporate
entity for the purpose of purchasing control of American Bank and Trust
e°mPany, South Bend, Indiana ("American Bank"), a nonmember bank. The
!lock would be acquired with a view to merging American Bank into

r. Joseph Bank and Trust Company, also of South Bend and a nonmember
ank ("Trust Company"), which is an affiliate of Agency and itself a

12egistered bank holding company, but not a subsidiary of Agency within
'he meaning of section 2(d) of the Act.

With your letter, you enclosed copies of a letter of December 26,
!?64, from Mk. Richard A. Rosenthal, President of Trust Company, to.
'r Scanlon, President of your Bank, and copies of Mk. Rosenthal

, 
srnem-

urandum describing the proposal of Agency. The Board has also received
letter of January 13, 1965, from Mk. Rosenthal, enclosing a copy of an

‘pinion of December 31, 1964, from Trust Company's counsel, relative to
1,-,ne authority of Agency to give such a guarantee under the laws of
Indiana, the State of its incorporation.

Control of American Bank is held by an estate but, reportedly

tfi7 tax reasons, the trustees of the estate are willing to dispose ofe interest for cash. Management of Trust Company would like to acquire
rd merge American Bank. However, Trust Company is prohibited by law
om acquiring the shares, and under section 3(a) of the Act, Agency'0
uld not acquire them without the prior approval of the Board. The
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trustees of the estate are apparently unwilling to condition a saleon the Board's approval, both because of the delay which would be
involved, and because of the possibility of disapproval, which might
have adverse effects on the value of the shares. No group of individual
Shareholders of Trust Company (all of Agency's shares are held by
Trust Company as trustee for the benefit of Trust Company's shareholers)
appears to be willing to take the risk of purchasing the shares.

In an attempt to find an alternative method for accomplishingthe same end, Trust Company has proposed that a temporary corporate entitybe formed to purchase the shares with capital of $100,000. The temporary
entity would borrow $5,100,000 from an unrelated bank, secured by the
Shares to be acquired, comprising the 68 per cent held by the estate,and any stock the remaining shareholders wished to sell at the same
Price per share. Under the circumstances, an unrelated bank would be
1411ing to make the loan only if supplied with additional security.
Agency is prepared to provide such security by guaranteeing payment ofthe loan.

As the Board understands the facts, there would be noagreement binding the temporary entity to vote the shares in favor of
a merger with Trust Company, and Agency would itself directly acquire
the shares only in the event of default on the loan. However, the
entity would be controlled by persons "sympathetic" to Agency and Trust
C°mpany, and it would clearly be understood by all concerned that the
Ii3inrPo5e of the transaction was to bring about the proposed merger.°reover, the opinion of counsel for Trust Company submitted to the!oard by Mr. Rosenthal explains that under applicable Indiana law,;Cirust Company would have no authority to give the guarantee in question
tunless and until there is a direct benefit that it will receive and
ihat is reasonably and necessarily appropriate to the advancement of
" own interest". Counsel finds a benefit of this kind in the proposalc'n the ground that the value of Agency's chief asset, the 16 per centc)f the outstanding stock of Trust Company which it owns, would beenhanced by the proposed merger.

As you know, section 4(a)(2) of the Act forbids a bankp4ho
--Lng company, with certain exceptions not relevant here, to "engagein

, 
a 

any business other than that of banking or of managing or controllinguL
• .". Section 3(a)(2) of the Act forbids a bank holding company,wit 

h°ut prior approval of the Board, "to acquire . . . control of any
lid?ting shares of any bank if, after such acquisition, such company will
olirectly or indirectly own or control more than 5 per centum of the voting
t ares of such bank . . .". Accordingly, two questions are before the
errd (1) whether, if it gave the proposed guarantee, Agency would be
0;Vging in a business prohibited to it by section 4(a) of the Act, and"at‘) whether, as a result of the proposed transaction, Agency would
s 1'1i-re control" of American Bank within the meaning of section 3(a),
° that the Board's prior approval would be required.
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To take these questions in order, the Board does not find that
Agency would be engaged in the business of giving guarantees as a result
of guaranteeing the proposed loan to the temporary entity. It is a
general legal principle that one isolated transaction does not amount to
engaging in business. Moreover, it is noted that the opinion of counsel
for Trust Company states that it would not be lawful, under local law,
for Agency to engage in the business of giving guarantees. Rather, the
Board concludes that giving the guarantee would be incidental to Agency's
business of managing and controlling banks. It may be true that this
would be an unusual step, ofa kind Agency had not taken before, and might
never have occasion to take again. But even though unique, an actionmay nonetheless be in the ordinary course of business if it is a commonand accepted method for accomplishing an appropriate business objective.
As the Supreme Court said in connection with the requirement that a
business expense be "ordinary" to be deductible for tax purposes, this
• • . does not mean that the payments must be habitual or normal inthe sense that the same taxpayer will have to make them often." Welch

V• Helverin , 290 U.S. 111, 114 (1933).

However, the Board has considered the second question and
concluded that the proposed transaction, if consummated, would result in
Agency's acquiring control of American Bank within the meaning of
section 3(a) of the Act. The word "control" is ambiguous and difficult
to interpret, but is regarded as including power or authority to manage,
direct, or restrict, to exercise restraining or directing influence over,
to dominate. While it appears that there would be no agreement binding
the temporary entity to convey the shares in question to Trust Company,°r.to vote them in favor of a merger with Trust Company, under general
Principles of trust law, as followed in Indiana, where a third party
guarantees payment of the purchase price before or at the time when
Property is transferred from one person to another, then the purchaser
olds the property subject to a resulting trust for the benefit of the

guarantor. Thus Agency could compel the temporary entity to convey the
shares to it, or to hold them as trustee for its use, and in the Board's
viiew, would have "control" of the shares within the meaning of the
Aangnage of the Act quoted above. It follows that section 3(a) forbids
jencY to give the proposed guarantee without requesting, and receiving,
"e Board's prior approval of the acquisition of such control.

It would be appreciated if you would convey the substance ofthis
letter to Mr. Rosenthal.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.
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BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20551

Mr. Phillip S. Hughes,
Assistant Director for
Legislative Reference,
Bureau of the Budget,
Washington, D. C. 20503

Dear Mr. Hughes:

Item No. 5
4/16/65

ADORILS8 OFFICIAL CORREBPONOCHCE

TO THC BOARD

April 16, 1965.

This is in reply to a request from your office of April 1,
1965, with reference to a legislative proposal of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation.

The principal effect of the draft bill would be to deprive
111.°11.ey placed with an insured bank of Federal deposit insurance if
the person placing the funds in the bank or . . . the owner thereof"

receives, "directly or indirectly from the bank or anyone else",
compensation for such money in excess of the maximum rate permitted
by regulation of the FDIC or the Board of Governors. This would be
accomplished by providing that receipt of excessive interest would
convert a deposit into a nondeposit borrowing, for deposit insurance
Purposes.

The Board shares the FDIC's concern with the serious problem
at which the proposed legislation is apparently directed. That problem,
however, has many ramifications and the Board does not believe that the
FDIC proposal represents the best approach to the problem.

To deprive a fund placed with an insured bank, with the
Intention of making a deposit, of the protection of deposit insurance
beca use of a violation by the bank of the rules governing the payment
c'f interest could lead to public confusion and uncertainty as to the
insured status of many purported "deposits". Such uncertainty would
tend to impair the confidence in the banking system that Federal deposit
insurance was designed to provide.

The Board suggests that alternative means of dealing with
the problem be carefully and promptly explored, and the Board's staff
iS prepared to participate in discussions with representatives of the
Other interested agencies.

Very truly yours,

(Signed) Merritt Sherman

Merritt Sherman,
Secretary.


